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ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Seeking to succeed in a stimulating and challenging environment, building the success of the 
company while experience advancement opportunities.

Skills

Hardworking, Compassionate, MS Office.

Work Experience

Kitter
ABC Corporation  June 2010 – January 2012 
 Used the RF scan gun to scan the barcodes in to make sure it is the correct product.
 After sorting and scanning the product would stacking boxes unto the pallets.
 Answered calls daily addressing customer inquires, diving problems, and providing new 

product information.
 Greeted customers entering the store to ascertain what each customer wanted or needed.
 Ensured superior customer experience by addressing customer concerns, demonstrating 

empathy, and resolving problems on the spot.
 Monitored cash drawers in multiple checkout stations to ensure adequate cash supply.
 Perform miscellaneous job duties as assigned.

Kitter
Delta Corporation  2007 – 2010 
 Packaging; Picking and pulling parts for carts that go to the line to assemble vehicles.
 Work with pick lists building kits, some soldering, handle small parts like screws, bolts, pcbs, 

washers.
 hr/wk Responsibilities Scan tickets and listen to an automatic head set to pull parts and 

inspect parts for kitchen and bathroom cabinets.
 Skills Used Fast past, a sense of urgency and patience.
 Pulled parts from inventory to build kits for ARC-231, Cold Expansion Tool, M4 Rifle Gun 

Mounts, IZLID and IR Strobe kits for AH-64, CH-47 and OH-58 .
 Contact Katie Ensured order accuracy via verification of part numbers and quantities of each 

customer order.
 Determined correct kit solution, fabricated new or duplicate kits, revised and edited as 

needed.

Education

High school or equivalent in Nursing - 2007(Faith High School - 01 - Locust Grove, GA)
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